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Runtime:45 min2008 - present
Genres:Drama, Mini-Series
Network:Caracol TV
El Cartel de los Sapos is a Brazilian dramaseries which aired on Caracol TV. The series premiered in 2008.
 Two friends enter the illegal drugs business, thinking it is the fastest way to become rich.
 
 The illegal drugs trafficking world seems to be attractive to all these middle-class people who just want to grow up in a safe way without legal problems. Ignoring this choosing is just the beginning of a turbulent and troubled life that is going to change his fate forever, Martín alias "Fresita" gets a job in a drugs lab sponsored by the big boss Óscar Cadena. Martín learns really fast and he starts to send illegal drugs to the United States, while his boss makes an alliance with the Villegas Brothers, from the West Cartel, to take down the biggest drug dealer ever: Pablo Escobar.
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Amparo Cadenas
Sandra Reyes
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Pirulito
Juan Pablo Raba
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Pepe Cadenas
Diego Cadavid
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Emilio Sarmiento
Sergio Borrero
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Oscar cadena
Fernando Solorzano
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Katherine
Paulina Galvez
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series El Cartel de los Sapos.
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